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 Hua gallery specialises in the exciting and 
sometimes controversial space that is chinese 
contemporary art.

 as chinese contemporary art continues to 
fascinate and intrigue collectors around the world, 
demand and appetite for fresh and innovative 
art from this fast-changing region continues to 
escalate.

 Hua gallery represents and exhibits 
cutting edge, stimulating works by established 
contemporary chinese artists, as well as emerging 
contemporary chinese artists who are not as yet  
internationally recognised.
 
 Hua gallery adopts a distinctive business 
strategy by acquiring works from artists before 
selling them, as well as by exhibiting and selling 
works by artists on a commissions basis - an approach 
which demonstrates a passion, dedication and 
commitment to the artists and also, importantly, 
provides confidence to art collectors who trust the 
gallery to help expand their collections.

 Hua gallery’s founder and director, shanyan 
Koder, has developed strong relationships with her 
artists, and hopes to build a chinese contemporary 
art collection in her gallery that is different and 
inspirational. every artist represented by Hua 
gallery is chosen for their artistic individuality, the 
creative symbolism in their work, and the emotional 
energy their work creates.

 Hua gallery is situated on the albion 
Riverside, a prestigious residential block on the 
Battersea riverside, designed by world-renowned 
architects Foster and Partners. with close to 2,000 
square feet of gallery space, Hua gallery is london’s 
only chinese contemporary art gallery with a 
permanent exhibition space of this size and scale.

tHe woRD Hua means to Paint, 
 oR a Painting, in cHinese.



 a pioneer of contemporary chinese art, 
sheng Qi developed his career in response to 
the socio-political situation of china. starting as 
a performance artist, collaborating on concept 
21 in 19861, sheng Qi has always used the human 
body as a key subject in his art. in fact, in 1989, as 
a rebellious gesture to express his indignation for 
the Tiananmen Incident, Sheng Qi cut off his little 
finger and buried it in a flowerpot. It was a strong 
and violent act triggered by the brutal context of 
the period. not only did his later art inspired by 
this act serve as a spark for his career, but saw his 
mutilated hand become a symbol bearing the drama 
of a whole nation. today the poignancy of this work 
has rendered it one of the icons of contemporary 
chinese art.
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 as sheng Qi’s focus is on history and on 
those elements that shaped its course, his paintings 
portray religious and political figures as well as 
chinese symbols, celebrities and slices of everyday 
life. interested in exploring social issues and 
questioning the reality of china which is quickly and 
constantly changing, his works are mostly centred 
around four themes: religion, entertainment, 
doctrinism and money2.  

 the artist refers to Buddhism, asia’s most 
popular religion that was originally introduced to 
china from india and spread all over the country.  
through the course of the centuries, Buddhism 
was subjected to both persecution and veneration. 
sheng Qi portrays Buddha’s head, hand and foot 
as well as melancholic images capturing spiritual 
tibetan atmospheres.

 after contemplating these paintings, some 
questions immediately arise: is this religion still a 
solid pillar of chinese belief? are chinese people 
still expressing their need of religiosity? are these 
religious scenes the only way capable of leading 
us to salvation and liberation? is this what current 
chinese society is looking for?

 Without providing any definite answers, 
sheng Qi’s next series of paintings seems to 
suggest that the search of happiness, the trigger 
of all human beings’ existence, could be fulfilled 
through more practical and immediate means: the 
industry of entertainment. Film stars, singers and 
celebrities become the mirror of the individual’s 
desires. Fame, success and power, materialistic and 
consumerist fun, this seems to be the new faith to 
achieve amusement and satisfaction. glamorously 
smiling and exuding a sense of self-realisation, 
sheng Qi’s famous characters are portrayed in a 
vivid and lively manner.

 through this series of paintings the 
artist shifts his attention to chinese economic 
development, which, although only a recent 

reality, is deeply transforming the country’s image 
and affecting its inhabitants’ thoughts. Sheng Qi 
analyses the transition between the idealism and 
doctrinism that characterised china before the 
1980s, and the pragmatism and profit that were 
to immediately follow. Prior to the opening of the 
country to the world and the implementation of 
economic reforms in 1979, china had been victim 
to decades of political oppression that reached 
an apex of brutality in the so-called cultural 
Revolution (1966-1976), generated by mao Zedong 
(1893-1976) to reinforce his own power3. in this 
period everything was done in the name of the big 
revolutionary machine and people were instigated 
to idolise the great Helmsman and to denounce 
those who disagreed with him. 

 the mao era was characterised by a surge 
of idealism and a focus on politics, rather than on 
economics. with Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997) there 
was a turning point as the country entered the era 
of pragmatism and economics started to play a 
major role4. it was in this period that people began 
to leave behind those utopian ideals for which they 
had been fighting and suffering for decades, and 
started to embark upon a more materialistic path: 
making money. This was the new direction officially 
supported by the authorities. as Deng Xiaoping 
stated, “to get rich is glorious”.

 in his paintings sheng Qi captures these 
economic and social transformations. By portraying 
seductive young ladies and handsome young men 
staring at the audience with a large fan of money, 
the artist also plays with the multiple meanings of 
the word ‘fan’: ‘fan’ as in an object to flutter and ‘fan’ 
as in devotee, in this case a devotee of economic 
development. Using ‘fan’ as an object to flutter is here 
suggesting that a new wind is being generated.  it is 
a wind of economics. By painting this series sheng 
Qi is neither criticizing nor praising china’s rampant 
development. He is simply bringing attention to an 
objective reality, leaving the viewers free to interpret 
the work according to their own sensibilities.



 although a new wind of economics and 
consumerist values have replaced the idealism of 
mao’s era, the ex leader’s thoughts are still rooted in 
the chinese authorities’ principles of today. in fact, 
maoist ideology has never been eradicated; now it 
simply does not need to play the major daily role. 
through his art sheng Qi questions the presence 
of mao Zedong and his idealism in contrast to the 
materialistic desires of the latest generations. mao’s 
renowned figure is often depicted surrounded by a 
vast crowd of tiny people. the shape of the great 
Helmsman is huge and prominent and stands in 
stark contrast to the small dimensions of those who 
are around him. the innumerable people allude 
to the enormity of the chinese nation while the 
large figure of Mao symbolizes China’s single-party 
system. The small stature of these human figures 
also recalls traditional chinese landscape paintings, 
in which human beings were placed amongst the 
vastness of nature, occupying the same role as that 
of tree, rocks, and lakes5. in some works little bodies 
generate mao’s silhouette, which appears as a sort 
of ghost floating in an evanescent atmosphere. 
Playing with the notions of emptiness and fullness, 
sheng Qi’s symbolic work suggests that although 
physically absent, the chinese ex-leader seems to 
still be spiritually present. 

 sheng Qi enjoys playing with contrasts in 
terms of dimensions, colours and content. He often 
employs the bird’s eye view as a way to convey 
a sense of irony to his subjects. through this 
perspective the figures look distorted: large heads 
with small bodies; red and grey are his main colours. 
as a result, a contrast between the seriousness of 
the content and the way it is depicted gives the 
viewer the possibility to contemplate his artworks 
in a fun and easy manner. an interesting detail to 
note about his art is the choice of method used: 
acrylic on canvas with a dripping technique. as all 
of his works are intimately linked to history, sheng 
Qi has decided to use this technique to create an 
effect that evokes the passage of time; drops are 
never still, they change and transform the subjects, 

suggesting their presence within the wide realm of 
history.6

 in his expressive and symbolic paintings, 
sheng Qi conjures up scenes encapsulating 
the religious, social, economic and political 
transformations affecting contemporary China. 
As his aim is not that of offering precise answers 
to the questions suggested by his works, sheng 
Qi’s art is open to multiple layers of meaning and 
interpretation. It invites the viewers to reflect upon 
certain issues, providing space for questioning their 
veracity from different perspectives.

Dagmar carnevale lavezzoli

1 Concept 21 was one of the first-ever 
chinese performance art groups of modern times. 
sheng Qi and other three artists, Kang mu, Zheng 
yuke and Zhao Jianhai, used their own bodies as 
canvasses. employing paint, pieces of cloth and tai 
ji quan movements, they performed both at Beijing 
university and on the great wall. Berghuis, thomas 
J. Performance art in china, timezone 8 limited, 
Hong Kong, 2006, p.51, 55

2 conversation between sheng Qi and the 
author, london, april 2013.

3 Hung, wu, “the Beginning of 
contemporary art”, Chinese Contemporary Art 
Primary Documents, Duke university Press, moma, 
new york, 2010, p.5

4 Brine, Daniel. shu, yang. Chinalive, chinese 
arts centre in collaboration with the live art 
Development agency and DaDao live art Festival, 
Beijing, 2005, p.12, 13

5 conversation between sheng Qi and the 
author, london, october 2012

 6 ibid.



My Left HAnD
2004 
35.5 x 9.7 x 8.2 CM
Bronze



BuDDHA’s CAr PArk
2010
97 x 119 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



GoLDen HAnD 
2011
200 x 150 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



reD HAnD
2011
200 x 150
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



BuDDHA’s feet 
2010
200 x 300 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



BuDDHA BriCk Bike
2012
100 x 149 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



reD tiBet
2011
80 x 100 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



BLue tiBet
2011
80 x 100 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Grey tiBet
2011
80 x 100 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



tiBet BeHinD Me
2010
150 x 200 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Desire AnD DAnGerous GAMe
2007
79 x 99 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Desire, DAnGerous GAMe, AnD CAMoufLAGe 
2007
129 x 89.5 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Andy LAu TAk-wAh
2013
100 x 80 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



sir kA sHinG Li 
2011  
130 x 110 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Miss MAGGie CHeunG
2010
200 x 150 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Jet Li
2013
100 x 80 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



dAnieL wu
2012
150 x 100 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



MosT wAnTed- Look AT Me 
2007
79 x 109 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



Mr. LeunG CHun yinG
2012
160 x 120 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



MosT wAnTed-Miss MiMi
2007
119 x 99 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



tHe Most BeLoveD
2007
119 x 89.5 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



revoLution PArtners
2013
118 x 158 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



CHinese GirL + 100 reverse
2012
99.5 x 79 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



CHinese GirL + 100 uPriGHt
2012
99.5 x 79 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



nAked GirL wiTh PoLice
2013
120 x 160 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



BLue rMB fAn 
2013
98 x 128 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



CoLour rMB
2013
100 x 150 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



reD fAn
2013
120 x 160 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



rMB
2013 
160 x 120 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



PeoPLe’s rMB
2012
100 x 150 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



MosT wAnTed-PeoPLe
2011
150 x 200 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



usd - MAo 
2010
150 x 200 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



rMB vs. usD no. 1
2012 
99.5 x 79 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



rMB vs. usD no. 2
2013
120 x 160 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



BLAck And whiTe shAdow of MAo
2011
120 x 100 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



yeLLow shAdow
2012
100 x 80 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



yeLLow woMAn
2009
80 x 60 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



My LefT hAnd wiTh BLAck BAckGround
2009
240 x 180 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



reD ArMy
2010
200 x 300 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



PeoPLe PeoPLe PeoPLe
2009
99 x 148 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



oH
2010
200 x 300 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



HeAD to soutHeAst
2013
42 x 59.4 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



sun yAtsen stAtue
2011
100 x 150 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



fire fire fire
2011
100 x 120 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



eMPty CHAir 
2012 
160 x 120 CM 
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



sLoGAn + Bike
2009
79 x 60 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



BirDeye riDe
2009
DiPtyCH; 59 x 79.5 CM eACH
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



reD LAnterns AnD BiCyCLe
2009
79 x 99 CM
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



druM Tower
2010
DiPtyCH; 79 x 101 CM eACH
ACryLiC on CAnvAs



tiMeLess
2013
42 x 59 CM
wATercoLour on PAPer



LAke
2013
29.7 x 42 CM 
wATercoLour on PAPer



tHree fiGer PLus tAi Hu stone
2013
42 x 59.4 CM
wATercoLour on PAPer 



tree
2013
29.7 x 42 CM 
wATercoLour on PAPer



stone
2013
42 x 29.7 CM 
wATercoLour on PAPer



 B i o g R a P H y

sHeng Qi

sheng Qi, photographed by william dowell © 2011

1965
 Born in anhui Province, china
1988 
 graduated from the central academy of art   
 and Design, Beijing
1989 
 lived and worked in italy (1989-1992)
1998 
 graduated with an mFa from central saint  
 martin’s college of art and Design, london



 Selected group exhibitionS

2013 
 Falsefakes  at centre de la Photographie, geneve, switzerland

2011 
 louisiana collection 2009-2011 at louisiana museum of modern art, Denmark

2009 
 the art of caring at new orleans museum of art, new orleans, usa
 Blennale 2, thessaloniki, greece

2008 
 Half-life of a Dream: contemporary chinese art from the collection
 of Kent and Vicki logan, museum of modern art, san Francisco, usa

2007 
 Zhu Yi! Fotografia actual en China, ARTIUM Centro-Museo Vasco de Arte
 contemporaneo, Vitoria-gasteiz, spain

2006 
 Redgate gallery’s 15th anniversary
 mobile socialism, contemporary art, 798, Beijing, china

2005 
 observing the senses, Redgate gallery, Beijing, china
 Body scape, aRc one gallery, melbourne; Redgate gallery, Beijing, china

2004 
 Between Past and Future, international center of Photography, new york, ny
 over a Billion served, museum of contemporary art, Denver, usa
 china’s Photography Painting, art season gallery, Beijing, china

2002 
 Beijing Afloat, Beijing Tokyo Art Projects

2001 
 clues to the Future – Redgate gallery’s 10th anniversary, Beijing, china

2000 
 Post, material, Redgate gallery, Beijing, china

1999 
 Departure from china, Beijing Design museum, Beijing, china
 4th niPaF asian Performance art series & niPaF contemporary art seminar, nagoya,  
 tokyo, nagano, Japan

 Solo exhibitionS

2012 
 Post mao, 6 november - 20 December 2012, Hua gallery, london, uK

2011 
 square, march 19 - may 21, opening: march 19 (6-8) - Fabien Fryns Fine art, los angeles,  
 usa

2010 
 my Painting Has no colour, Poligono gallery, marbella, spain   

2009 
 new Paintings, F2 gallery, Beijing, china
 china: Fluid witness, opal gallery, tel aviv, israel
 sheng Qi, galerie Bork, copenhagen, Denmark

2008 
  most wanted, cramer contemporary, geneva, switzerland
 History in Black and Red, andrew James art, shanghai, china
 History in Black and Red, DF2 gallery, los angeles, usa
 Paintings, gallery Köhler müller, amsterdam, the netherlands

2007 
 History in Black and Red, Redgate gallery, Beijing, china

2006 
 missing…, 798 avant gallery
 salute to artists, 798 / Redgate gallery, Beijing, china
 Confidential, F2 Gallery, Beijing, China

2004 
 madness and appropriation, Redgate gallery, Beijing, china

2003 
 transcription, Redgate gallery, Beijing, china

2000 
 melbourne Fringe Festival, mass gallery, melbourne, australia

1998 
 nine Pigeons + nurse + sheng Qi, Beijing, china
 are you willing to shake my Hand?, Performance, tokyo, Japan

1997 
 Fortune cookies, institute of contemporary art (ica), london, uK



 Work in public collectionS

the metropolitain museum of art, new york, ny
 -Various photographs, acquired in 2010

the museum of modern art, new york, ny
 -my left Hand: me, 2000 colour photograph, 80 x 54 cm, acquired in 2008

international center for Photography, new york, ny
 -memories (mao), 2000, colour photograph, 120 x 80 cm, acquired in 2004
 -memories (mother), 2000, colour photography, 84 x 79 cm, acquired in 2004
 -memories (me), 2000, colour photograph, 84 x 84 cm, acquired in 2004

smart museum of art, chicago, il
 -untitled, 1996- 1997, gelatin silver print, 104 x 179 cm, acquired in 2000

louisiana museum of modern art, Humlebaek, Denmark
 -Revolution, 2007, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 400 cm, acquired in 2009
 -my left Hand- Family, 2007, colour photograph (six prints), 90 x 60 cm, acquired in  
 2009

 8th mexican international Performance exhibition, mexico city, mexico

1998 
 inside out: new chinese art, P.s.1 contemporary art center, new york, ny

1993 
 china avant-garde, museum of modern art, oxford

1989 
 china avant-garde, national art gallery of china (nagc), Beijing, china
1988 
 great earthquake, great wall, Beijing university, Beijing, china

1986-87 
 concept 21 – tai Ji, great wall, Beijing university, Beijing, china

 bookS, revieWS and publicationS

2013 
 Kunstkritik im china der gegenwart, laugh Fan, painting on cover
2009  
 sheng Qi, galerie Bork, copenhagen, Denmark (exhibition catalogue)
2008 
 (May) National  Geographic, China inside the Dragon-Cutting off dissent,  pp.129
 History in black and red, DF2 gallery, los angeles (exhibition catalogue)
2007  
 History in black and red, Redgate gallery, Beijing (exhibition catalogue)
2005 
 (march-april) Flash art, Focus china,  pp.92
2004  
 newsweek, (international edition) aug. 9, pp. 45 
 madness, appropriation, Huang Du, wang ming’an, Hou Hanru, Beijing (softcover  
 book)
2000  
 giving art the Finger: Beijing’s avant-garde extremists, gary Jones, sunday morning  
 Post (magazine), 6-9.
 newsweek, (special edition) July-september, pp. 86-88 
 the australian magazine, april, pp. 27-29
1999 
 Beijing scene, world aiDs Day in Beijing, December 10-16, 12.
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